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Ketamine

n recent years, Taiwan's thrived economic development and liber-

ating society has brought drastic changes to the social structure.

With Taiwan's lifestyle getting caught up with industrialized countries

in Europe, the U.S., Japan and so forth, on the other hand, issues such

as teens and youths taking drugs and using contrabands that often

occur in industrialized countries have begun to surface in Taiwan's

society, and the conditions become worsen as well.

Of the level of narcotic abuse in Taiwan, the abuse of the date

rape drug, ketamine, has been most serious.  Ketamine is of a lethargic

tranquilizer, which is addictive, yet as it is colorless, odorless and can

be easily mixed in food or drinks, the intake of which generates an

accelerated metabolism, making it a tool often deployed in sexual

abuse. The person who takes it remains unconscious in a short time,

and can lose temporary memory function, which often deprived the

victim from recalling the perpetrator.

The Keelung Reconnaissance Brigade, Northern Coast Patrol

Office had recently received tips citing that a certain local drug ring had

moved to set up a bogus company, which was used to airfreight in

frozen food concealed with narcotic for sale locally to extort handsome

profit. Upon verifying the tips to be true, a project taskforce had been

formed comprising of the second Guard Company's coastal and mar-

itime units of, Taipei Municipal Police Administration Wen Shan
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Coast Guard agents 
successfully blocked off 
narcotics concealed 
in airfreight scallops
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A snapshot of ketamine bust by
Coast Guard personnel, joined by
China Airline warehouse person-
nel at CKS International Airport
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Second Police District, and Taichung Municipal Police Administration

third precinct to conduct evidence gathering, tracking and arrest action.

Through six months of a close investigation, it was known that

the drug trafficking ring had plans to air freight fresh scallops con-

cealed with ketamine from Malaysia to Taiwan. The project taskforce

had immediately turned to monitoring the status of the overall move-

ments, and had come to the knowledge that the suspect had intended

to distribute the imported ketamine to nightclubs, hotels island-wide.

With the drugs stowed at CKS Airport since brought in on October 1,

the suspect had procrastinated in picking up the goods from the air-

port. The Coast Guard Reconnaissance Brigade agents, joined by

Customs personnel, airport police defectives among other units, had

first successfully uncovered cargo identified as fresh scallops that were

concealed with 25 kilos of high purity class three narcotic of ketamine

at China Airline's cargo warehouse, which was valued in excess of

NT$60 millions of street value. Coast Guard unit agents tracked down

the suspects with the goods and arrested the suspects of three men and

one woman, led by Chou Zhe-shiang at whose computer firm on

October 6 and the case was referred to the Taipei District Public

Prosecutors Office pending further investigation.

The drug smuggling ring cracked down this time had a network

encompassing the north and central regions, and had collaborated with

large-scale hotel operators, which made the trafficking means difficult

to uncover, as the project taskforce continued to expand the investiga-

tion, aiming to effectively curtail the drugs right from the source. Coast

Guard Reconnaissance Brigade agents' unrelenting infiltration efforts

had effectively deterred and curtailed drug trafficking from infiltrating

Taiwan. With CKS International Airport being the gateway to Taiwan

and the first impression of Taiwan, it is simply intolerable to allow drug

trafficking rings to easily bring in drugs that put the national health in

grave jeopardy. 

(The author is currently with the first Coastal Patrol Corps'

Keelung Commercial Harbor security inspection office)

A press meet was called upon for announcing the drug bust case The display of relevant evidence in the drug raid




